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In the short time allocated to this round table here are three questions

that we might try to tackle:

❑ Are the European research infrastructures sufficiently in touch with industry

and industrial needs? Do they participate in the development of technological 

capacities in Europe?

❑ Can they do better in expanding future scientific and technological 

frontiers to enhance competitiveness of European industry?

❑ Can one define a new vision, a new strategy and future directions from the past 

experience? 

I intend to show how one of them, namely PRACE, addresses issues of 

interest to industry and allows to deal with challenges in space launchers design 

and operation. This short account, based on my own research in this field, is meant 

to illustrate the strategic importance of a Research Infrastructure in 

High Performance Computing
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❑ The ESFRI Landmark PRACE offers a pan-European supercomputing Infrastructure, providing 

access to computing and data management resources and services for large-scale scientific 

and engineering applications at the highest performance level

❑ PRACE aims to support all scientific disciplines that need HPC to achieve high impact 

discovery through a central peer-review process

❑ PRACE members provide the computer systems and operations accessible through PRACE. 

There are 5 Hosting Members: France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and Switzerland (since 2017) 

who have committed to fund and deliver PRACE RI computing and data management resources 

❑ During this second phase, PRACE has offered an initial performance above 62 Petaflops in 7 

complementary leading-edge systems, with a total of 4,000 million core-hours per year

Computing drives science and technology which raise frontier challenges to computing



Pressure reaches 110 bar (11 MPa) in Vulcain engine thrust chambers. 

It exceeds the critical pressure of oxygen 

Injection temperature is below the critical temperature

Cryogenic combustion takes place under transcritical conditions
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The chamber backplane comprises 516 injectors
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Multiple injector combustor (MIC) equipped with a Very High Amplitude Modulator (VHAM) mounted

on the « Mascotte » cryogenic combustion testbench
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MIC Principle of the VHAM



Full geometry

Mesh characteristics

64 million cells

6 cells behind the lip

Total allocation

8.5 million CPU hours
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Large eddy simulation of cryogenic flames in 

the multiple injector combustor (MIC). Pressure 

is above critical.  

AVBP-RG
LES-HF Project team (EM2C-Cerfacs)

Large eddy simulation of cryogenic flames in the multiple 

injector combustor (MIC). Pressure is above critical. 

flames interact with the 1T1L mode induced by the 

Very High Amplitude Modulator
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Are the European research infrastructures 

sufficiently in touch with industry and industrial 

needs? 

Do they participate in the development of 

technological capacities in Europe?

Can they do better in expanding future scientific 

and technological 

frontiers to enhance competitiveness of 

European industry?

Can one define a new vision, a new strategy and 

future directions from the past experience ?

The problem that I briefly described combines a large number of difficult issues. The combustion process

is transcritical, the flow is turbulent with strong density gradients, reactive, geometrically complex, 

a large amplitude transverse acoustic mode is present. This frontier problem could not be tackled 

without the computational resources of PRACE. 


